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Signs That You Are Outgrowing Your Existing Accounting ERP Solution 
 
 
 
Need For Additional System Users 

 As your employee base grows, more staff members will need greater access and sharing of key data across the 
network.  

 Most entry level software solutions tend to become problematic at 5 users.  
 Typically this much activity causes performance degradation and system lockups resulting in the disconnection of 

users from their sessions.  
 
 
Increase In Data Access, Volume And Number Of Daily Transactions 

 Experience a decline in speed and performance as database grows. 
 Delay in accessing the menus and reporting functions. 
 High volume of transactions decreasing performance. 
 Inability to keep large amounts of historical data. 
 Difficulty accessing key information quickly. 

 
 
Need For Additional Add On Software Solution Options 

 Need for a wider range of industry specific software add on options. 
 Availability of a large library of additional software enhancements and tools. 
 Require a robust contact management solution option, such as Sage CRM. 

 
 
Advanced Reporting Needs 

 Need for real-time financial status and operational performance.  
 More robust reporting tools: dashboards, detailed financial reporting, and management reporting functionality. 
 Require a customizable report writer. 
 Need to allow reports and analyses to be shared across an organization. 
 Require refreshable reports that include access from multiple data sources.  

 

Need For Advanced Or Additional Functionality 

 Inventory complexity, such as necessity to track a large number of inventory items, multiple units of measure, 
and multiple bin numbers. 

 Transform sales strategies with advanced analytics such as predictive modeling and online shopping basket 
analysis.  

 Multiple company support including consolidated financial statements and intercompany transactions.  
 Lack of accounting controls with no printed audit report.  
 Exceed limitations on document numbers, customer, vendor, inventory, and general ledger account field sizes. 
 Increase the number of locations or projections brings about new levels of complexity.  

 
 

New Specific Business Requirement Needs 

 Advanced manufacturing requirements. 
 Need for warehouse management detailed processes. 
 Industry specific requirements.  
 Web access and customer portal needs. 
 Advanced automation requirements for supply chain management. 
 The need for greater project management and job costs beyond the essentials of accounting. A more customized 

approach will better suit your business. 



 

 

Integrations With Other Software Solutions 

 Need for a flexible data integration tool.  
 Require the ability to connect other existing industry specific software solutions.  
 Lack of advanced data import/export capabilities. 
 Require integration with many data sources and applications. 
 Need to connect with external HR/Payroll solutions. 
 Integration with employee time/data entry solutions required. 

 
 
Customization Needs 

 Need for user based customization tools without requiring complicated IT efforts. 
 Ability for users to customize without modifying source code. 
 Source code is not available for advanced customization needed. 
 Built-in personalization tools: Create specialized views, new windows and automate tasks specific to your 

business.  
 
 
Ensure Scalability And Performance As Your Business Grows 

 Need for a software application that is forward thinking and can anticipate your needs for tomorrow.  
 Can scale easily and add additional users without compromising system performance. 
 Ability to manage high-speed, high-volume transactions as your business grows.  
 Ability to add new software capabilities as your business changes and grows. 
 Require to have a software solution that is on the cutting edge and developing new features as technology and 

business practices change. 
 Need for more frequent software enhancements. 

 
 
Need For Local Support, Aligning With A Value Added Software Solution Provider 

 Need for advanced support for implementing new projects as your business grows. 
 Require more than just phone and online support of basic software functions. 
 Need to utilize experts that are familiar with your requirements based on similar implementations they have done 

in the past. 
 Require support from someone that understands your business and business requirements. 
 Configure software that can adapt to the way you do business. 

 
 

We have helped many small business software users review their software system and processes to determine if they are 
experiencing inefficiencies and could benefit from a more robust solution.       

If you would like a free detailed needs assessment valued at $250, contact Kons Skembos at 260.423.2414 
or kskembos@dwdtechgroup.com. 


